




Part 3

Even YOU Can Learn to Speak in
Tongues



i.

My favorite story to tell is the one about how I got kidnapped by the
Scientologists.

I was nineteen years old, spending a lonely summer in Los Angeles with
a crappy part-time job, a mild depression, and not much I could bring myself
to do except pal around with the one person I knew in town: an aspiring
young actress named Mani. We’d met freshman year at NYU. Mani was
living in the Valley while on break from school, sharing an apartment with
her mom and kid sister, auditioning for commercials and starring in USC
student films. Mani was spellbinding: She had long blond hair and catlike
Ukrainian features, wore baggy T-shirts with fishnets, and owned a pet snake.
Her full name was Amanda, like mine, but free-spirited and untamable as she
was, she went by the more exotic-sounding nickname: Mah-nee. We’d carry
out our days doing whatever she wanted. Mani would say the word, and—
mesmerized in that way insecure teenage girls always are by self-possessed
ones—we’d do it: I would drive from Santa Monica to Studio City to pick
her up in my Honda Civic, and we’d go thrift shopping, or diner hopping, or
horseback riding on Tuesday afternoons in the hills ($12 for two hours). Or,
on one day, against my better judgment, accepting an invitation to take a
“personality test” at the colossal Church of Scientology in Hollywood.

On this particular July afternoon, Mani and I were frolicking about town,
on our way to procure a Jamba Juice, when two twentysomethings standing
on Sunset Boulevard, dressed for a high school orchestra performance (white
button-downs, black slacks), held out a pair of pamphlets and asked, “Do you
want to take a personality test?” I was a self-absorbed youth who loved
nothing more than flipping to the quiz sections of Seventeen and
Cosmopolitan to find out who my Gilmore Girls heartthrob was or what fall



fashion trend I should try according to my zodiac sign. But I had also spent
two semesters in New York City, and so had Mani, so you can imagine my
surprise when, instead of bullishly power walking right past this street team
as if they belonged to a species below human, Mani stopped, smiled, and
said, “That sounds FUN.”

Once we examined the literature and discovered it was branded with
Scientology insignia, I thought for certain Mani would agree to steer clear of
these wackadoodles. Get the smoothies. Drive home. But no, Mani was cool
and beautiful and afraid of nothing, so the Scientology thing only intrigued
her more. “We have to do it,” she declared, batting her gigaparsec-length
eyelashes.

Trying to be as down for anything as Mani was, I consented. We put our
quest for frozen fructose on pause, climbed back into my Civic, drove four
blocks, and turned down L. Ron Hubbard Way. After parking in a spacious
lot, we sauntered up to the 377,000-square-foot cathedral, which I’d only
ever seen from afar. You might have come across photos of this place in a
documentary or a Wikipedia black hole—it’s that famous building with the
Grecian-looking facade embossed with a story-tall Scientology cross
(featuring eight points instead of four). It’s mecca for the twenty-five
thousand Scientologists living in the US,* most of whom reside (troublingly)
within twelve square miles of my current home in Los Angeles.

Here in LA, Scientologists hide in plain sight: They’re your baristas,
your yoga teachers, your favorite CW-drama side characters, and—
especially—all those twinkly-eyed transplants hoping to strike it big in
Tinseltown. Wannabe film stars find ads in issues of Backstage magazine
promising career-making crash courses in entertainment, or they attend artist
workshops secretly backed by Scientology. Others accept street team
invitations to take a personality test. Some spend an afternoon touring the
impressive campus (it’s open to the public) or attend an intro course as a
joke. Some do it with a genuinely open mind, and most get the hell out of
Dodge long before they’re really in. But a select few look at celebrities like
Tom Cruise, John Travolta, and Elisabeth Moss—Scientology’s mascots—
and tell themselves, That could be me.

You can’t clock a Scientologist in the wild by the way they dress or act—
only by how they speak, and only if you know what to listen for. “If you were
ever in Scientology, you could have a conversation with someone and know
what they were by the way they talked,” an ex-Scientologist named Cathy



Schenkelberg told me in an interview. Now in her forties, Cathy has been out
of Scientology for nearly two decades and lives part-time in Ireland, working
as a small-time actress. In 2016, Cathy gained some media attention after
coming forward with a story about how she once auditioned for what she
thought was a Scientology training video, but turned out to be an interview
for the role of Tom Cruise’s girlfriend. When they asked her seemingly at
random what she thought of the movie star, she told them frankly, “I can’t
stand him, I think he’s a narcissistic baby. I’m really bummed about him
splitting with Nicole.” Needless to say, she didn’t get the gig, and not long
after, Katie Holmes was cast instead.

These days, Cathy performs a one-woman traveling comedy show about
her Scientology experience called Squeeze My Cans. It’s a cheeky reference
to Hubbard’s famous E-Meter, a lie detector–esque machine resembling an
oversize portable CD player from the ’90s. An E-Meter is used to “audit”
(spiritually counsel) PCs (“pre-clears,” or auditing subjects), though even the
Church of Scientology admits that the device “itself does nothing.” A few
years ago, half a decade after she’d escaped the church, Cathy was doing a
voice-over gig for McDonald’s when she met a director named Greg, and
within five minutes of conversing, alarm bells sounded in her brain. “He was
giving me directions, and he used certain words,” she said . . . like
“enturbulated,” meaning upset, and “Dev-T,” which stands for Developed
Traffic and means “cause for delay.” “So I said to him, ‘Greg, are you a
Scientologist?’ And he goes, ‘Yeah, I was wondering the same thing about
you.’ He ended up killing himself, but that’s another story. Yeah, he lost
everything.”

Having big dreams makes you vulnerable; Scientologists know this, and
they claim to hold the keys to help you unlock your potential. “They call it a
postulate,” Cathy told me on a phone call from Galway, referencing
Scientology’s special label for a personal resolution, or what your average
LA stargazer might call a “manifestation.” Even deep into her Scientology
membership, after she’d lost entire homes and savings accounts and
relationships, after the church had taken up so much of her time that she was
barely auditioning anymore, Cathy never gave up on her ambitions of making
it. “I just wanted to do the levels and move back to New York and be a
musical theater actress,” she recounted dolefully. “But of course that didn’t
happen.”



Promises for an extraordinary life are how they roped in Cathy, who
stayed in the church for eighteen years, long after she was desperate to leave
it. In 1991, Cathy was a twenty-three-year-old entertainer on the rise living
in Chicago. She was starting to book big commercials and voice-over jobs
(“I don’t know if you’ve heard ‘SC Johnson: A Family Company,’ or
‘Applebee’s: Eatin’ Good in the Neighborhood,’” she performed for me over
the phone). That year, Cathy met a sweet fellow actress who told her about
an amazing artists group she was part of, full of up-and-comers just like her.
It was called Scientology. Cathy had never heard of the group, but it sounded
legit. It had “science” in the name, after all. Cathy started accompanying the
actress to local meet-ups, which she later learned were organized by the
church. “Like, ‘See? We’re not so crazy. We’re artists,’” Cathy explained of
their motives. “Art is the universal solvent! L. Ron Hubbard said that.”

In the beginning, Cathy seemed like the perfect recruit—bright-eyed,
dedicated, making a good living, and eager to do good in the world. “Like
lots of people in their early twenties, I wanted to join the Peace Corps or
Habitat for Humanity, some type of group where I could contribute in a way
that wasn’t being a self-centered performer,” she explained. And she was
searching, spiritually. A cradle Catholic from Nebraska who grew up one of
ten kids, Cathy lost an older brother suddenly in a car crash when she was
thirteen. “That was a turning point for me,” said Cathy, who stopped going to
her home church after they tried convincing her God had “chosen” her
brother to die young, because he was “ready to be with God.” It was a
thought-terminating cliché, and Cathy wasn’t buying it: “I thought, ‘Well then
that’s not the kind of God I want anything to do with.’” She spent the next
decade seeking a higher power elsewhere—everything from crystal
meditation workshops to churches where they spoke in tongues. Nothing
stuck.

Originally, Scientology was pitched to Cathy as a nondenominational
group whose primary goal was to “spread hope for mankind.” She recalls,
“Everyone I talked to said the same thing, ‘Oh, you can practice whatever
you like,’ and I believed them. They play it cool.” But once inside, Cathy
quickly learned that partaking in other religions was absolutely not allowed.
“They call it ‘squirreling,’” she told me. “One day you look up and you
realize you’re in a room of five hundred people hip-hip-hooraying for a
bronze bust of L. Ron Hubbard at the front of the room.”



ii.

Back in Los Angeles, Mani skipped (as I trudged) into the elephantine
lobby of Scientology HQ, where we were greeted by a too-smiley white
gentleman in his forties. He was wearing a crisp, cornflower-blue suit and a
meticulous silver coif, and he spoke perfect Spanish to his largely Latinx
staff. “Thank you for joining us, follow me,” he said, ushering us deeper into
the building. Mani shot me a blithe smile, while I marked every nearby exit.

In all, Mani and I spent more than three hours within Scientology’s walls,
zigzagging through a Byzantine sequence of their introductory grooming
tactics. First, we killed forty-five minutes in their museum hall, meandering
between exhibits of E-Meter devices and propaganda videos of world
religious leaders saying vague things about L. Ron Hubbard, edited together
to paint him as God’s gift to humanity. Then we were shepherded into a
classroom where the grinning man in the blue suit handed us each a thick
paper packet, a Scantron sheet, and a tiny golf pencil. We used these to
complete a ninety-minute personality assessment. When at long last we
finished, Mani and I wearily exited the room and waited another half century
while our results were tabulated. By midafternoon, Mr. Blue Suit
materialized and separated us to deliver our results. Mani went first; I loafed
about for another ungodly half hour, and then it was my turn to reenter the
classroom.

While Mani sat five yards away, having been passed on to a different
employee, engaged in a conversation I couldn’t hear, Mr. Blue Suit
proceeded to undress my personality. My test revealed the faults that were
holding me back in life—stubbornness, fear of vulnerability (fair enough,
though I quietly wondered what Mani’s had been). After every critique the
man repeated the same line, his eyes sparkling: “Scientology can help you



with that.” Once his spiel ended, he ushered me over to join Mani and the
other employee. Here came the hard sell. This second guy, a spray-tanned D-
list actor I thought I recognized, proceeded to pitch us a series of self-
improvement courses—books and workshops—nothing religious, just
“tools” to help us live better lives. For us, hardworking students with so
much promise, they’d cost just $35 a class. If we committed today, he could
take us to another wing of the building and show us a preview of what we’d
learn right now.

“They get you with the small basic courses,” Cathy explained to me, eight
years after my Scientology tryst. “That’s the bait and switch of it all. They
start you out with these courses on ‘communication’ or ‘ups and downs in
life,’ and you go, ‘Wow, this really helps.’” Unlike me, Cathy didn’t grow up
with a father who openly talked about the cult he was forced into; she was
open-minded and optimistic, and, most important, she didn’t know anything
about Scientology before she got involved. “It was 1991, before Google, so
it’s not like I could look it up,” she contextualized. “I was just basing it on
this actress I liked who was in it.” After Cathy started paying for courses and
further intertwining her life with Scientology, she certainly didn’t do any
independent digging, because the rules explicitly forbid it. “I was told not to
look on the internet, the newspaper, or any ‘black PR’ on Scientology,” Cathy
said. “All of those people and journalists were just trying to destroy
Scientology because they know it’s the only hope for mankind.” Now, every
time Cathy entered a counseling session (always prepaid, of course), the first
questions asked were: Did you look at the internet? Has anyone said anything
bad to you about Scientology? Have you had an affair? Have you been taking
drugs? Have you talked to a journalist? Are you connected to someone in an
embassy or the government, or politics, or a lawyer? “It was madness,”
Cathy says in retrospect—though at the time, these just seemed like routine
precautions.

Very quickly, Cathy’s new circle started using us-versus-them verbiage to
isolate her from those on the outside. “They had ways of making you look at
people who weren’t in Scientology as less-than,” she remembers. Any
criticisms of the organization were labeled “hidden crimes.” A person or
behavior that threatened Scientology in some way—like associating with an
SP (suppressive person: a bad influence, like a journalist or skeptical family
member)—was instantly labeled PTS, potential trouble source. There is a
long list of PTS Types in Scientology. These classifications—Types 1–3 and



Types A–J—all refer to different enemies of the church: doubters, criminals,
people who’ve publicly denounced or sued Scientology, people too closely
connected with an SP, people who’ve undergone a “psychotic break.” PTS
Types covered the array of potential “thems” and were used to legitimize the
slander or persecution of anyone who didn’t fall in line.

“My Scientology friend, Greg, the creative director on that McDonald’s
commercial? After he killed himself, they said he was PTS Type 3, which
meant he had a psychotic break,” Cathy told me. “But really, Greg had spent
all his money and his father’s money, sold his house, lost his job. He was
destitute.” It wasn’t “PTS”; Scientology had ruined the guy’s life. Cathy
sighed into the receiver. “Now that I think about it, I wasted two decades of
my life with that place.” But back then, she thought it was her eternity. “With
this knowledge, I was going to be able to come back the next lifetime and
handle stuff other people couldn’t, you know?”

Scientology operates on the logic that because L. Ron Hubbard’s “tech”
(belief system) is flawless, if you’re in the church and unhappy, then you
clearly did something to “pull it in.” This is a classic Scientology thought-
terminating cliché meaning that whatever negative experience you’re having,
it’s no one’s responsibility but yours. “You made it happen,” Cathy
explained. “If I tripped on the sidewalk and sprained my ankle, it wasn’t the
crack in the sidewalk that did it, it’s because I pulled it in.” Perhaps you
were entertaining doubts or associating too closely with an SP. In
Scientology, if you have an issue with your marriage, with a friend group, or
at work, you need to either disconnect, or “handle” (meaning convince them
to agree with the doctrine), or “get them on the bridge”—convert them to
Scientology.

While Mani nodded her head agreeably at the spray-tanned half celebrity,
a table of books and DVDs before us, I remembered a lecture my mother had
given me in high school after we’d decided to take up a family friend’s
invitation to spend spring break at a beach resort in Mexico. “As soon as we
arrive, they’re going to bring us into a little room, and they’re going to try to
sell us a timeshare,” my mother warned me, soberly. “They’re going to feed
us snacks, and compliment us, and make it sound amazing. But the LAST
THING you EVER want to do is buy a timeshare. It will ruin your life. So we
are going to say ‘no thank you’ over and over again. And then they’re going
to try to take us into another little room to show us a video presentation. No



matter what, we CANNOT let them take us into that next room. We are going
to stand up, and we are going to leave.”

When I was nineteen, approaching my fourth hour behind those
Scientology HQ doors, I had no idea the millions of dollars and
psychological trauma this “church” had wrung out of everyday people under
false promises that started with $35 self-improvement workshops. All I knew
was that this felt like a timeshare sell. And I couldn’t let them take us to that
next room.

So I stood up. I said, “NO THANK YOU. WE ARE NOT YOUR
TARGET AUDIENCE. PLEASE LET US GO. MANI, WE’RE LEAVING.”
Spray Tan made eye contact with Mr. Blue Suit, exhaled, and gestured
toward the door. I grabbed Mani by the hand, and we ran—properly sprinted
—out of the classroom, through the museum hall, across the lobby, and out
the door, then swooped into my Civic and sped away, never to turn down L.
Ron Hubbard Way again.

“Kidnapped” might be a smidge over the top in describing my interaction
with the Scientologists . . . but I wouldn’t put it past them to engage in such
activities. Years later, I would learn that if I had let them take it one step
further by agreeing to purchase one of those courses, I would’ve been led
into a movie theater and shown a Scientology welcome video, with the door
locked behind me. If I had continued on with Scientology from there, signed
up for more courses and one-on-one sessions, I would have sunk thousands
of dollars, if not millions, whatever I had, into my churchly commitment.

Because my ultimate goal as a Scientologist would be to “go clear”—to
ascend to L. Ron Hubbard’s highest level of enlightenment. The church
dangles this ambition above all its members, but its convoluted hierarchy of
levels—which secretly go on forever—ensures that going clear is not
actually possible. After Cathy had spent a few years in Scientology, she made
it to a level called Dianetic Clear, which, to her knowledge, was the finish
line. “I thought, ‘Oh my gosh, this is great. I’m clear, I have no more reactive
mind, I’m going to go out into the world with this newfound awareness,’” she
recounted. But in Scientology, as soon as you arrive at what you’ve been led
to believe is the top, they reveal that there’s more. This is just the beginning,
actually, because now you’ve opened up a whole other spiritual can of
worms. Now you have no choice but to climb to the next level, then the next.
And whereas before it might have cost $5,000 or $10,000 to level up, now it
could be $100,000 or more.



As I continued to traverse Scientology’s Bridge to Total Freedom (the
path to going clear), I’d come to learn about supernatural concepts like Xenu
the galactic overlord and invisible “body thetans” (spirits of ancient aliens
that cling to humans and cause destruction). It would have been lunacy. But
I’d have to keep going. The sunk cost fallacy and loss aversion would tell me
I can’t quit. Not this far in. Plus, my superiors would insist, if I leave right
now in the middle of an upper level of auditing, I could pull in misfortune. I
could pull in disease, even death. One ex-Scientologist named Margery
Wakefield, a longtime officer in the OSA (Office of Special Affairs,
Scientology’s “intelligence agency”), wrote about how she was off-loaded
(kicked out) in the early ’80s for her perceived decline in mental state. After
more than a decade of membership and intense conditioning, Margery was
convinced that it was so energetically perilous to be off-loaded in the middle
of her current level that she would surely die within twelve days. (She was
flabbergasted when she, in fact, survived.)

If I’d gotten as far as Margery and joined the OSA or the SEA-Org
(Scientology’s paramilitary group), I would have signed a Billion-Year
Contract of spiritual allegiance and undergone training to help the church
execute federal crimes: breaking and entering, stealing government
documents, wiretapping, destroying criminal evidence, lying under oath,
whatever was deemed necessary to protect the church. Once, Margery
alleges, she witnessed church officials plan the murders of two people. One
was a defector, who’d been caught by the OSA and taken prisoner in a motel
room. “The next day they were going to take him out to sea and deep six him
—tie weights to him and dump him overboard,” she wrote in a 1990
affidavit. The other was a journalist who’d written a book that spoke
critically of Scientology (a fact I try my best to forget).

Because, as I would eventually learn, Scientology law > wog law
(“wog” meaning outsider; it may be connected to an outdated racial slur, but
etymologists aren’t sure). According to multiple ex-Scientologists, there’s a
whole course on how to lie to wogs. It’s called TR-L, which stands for
Training Routine Lie. Purportedly, in TR-L, Scientologists learn the skill of
lying with unwavering confidence, even under extreme stress. In her
affidavit, Margery Wakefield details an incident from her time in the OSA
when she was forced to make false allegations of sexual misconduct against a
judge. The judge was slated to preside over a case dealing with Scientology,
but allegedly, the church didn’t like him and wanted him removed, so they



assigned Margery to claim he’d sexually harassed her. Before testifying,
Margery remembers asking one of her superiors about lying under oath and
was answered with a quote from a Hubbard policy called “the greatest good
for the greatest number of dynamics.”* It meant that whatever it took to ensure
Scientology’s survival must be done. It meant to call on her TR-L and obey. It
meant the ends justified the means.

By that point, I would have become so absorbed in Scientology’s
doctrine that I would not even be able to communicate with anyone outside
the church. “I don’t know if you’ve ever listened to a conversation between
two high-ranking Scientologists,” Steven Hassan, our ex-Moonie
psychologist, told me, “but you won’t understand anything they’re talking
about.” Because with Scientology, as with all cultish religions, language is
the beginning and end of everything. In a sense, it’s God itself.



iii.

This is the power of religious language: Whether it’s biblical words
we’ve grown up with and know so well we never consider anything different
(God, commandment, sin), or alternative phrases from a newer movement
(audit, PC, Bridge to Total Freedom), religious speech packs a unique punch.
Remember the theory of linguistic performativity, the one about how language
doesn’t just reflect reality, it actively creates reality? Religious language,
some scholars say, is the single most intensely performative kind of speech
there is. “Much religious language ‘performs’ rather than ‘informs,’ [rousing
us] to act out the best or the worst of our human nature,” wrote Gary Eberle
in his book Dangerous Words.

Religious utterances cause events to transpire in a way that feels
incomparably profound for believers. “We used chants to manifest things, to
make things happen, to make ourselves believe in things,” said Abbie Shaw,
a twenty-seven-year-old social worker and ex-member of Shambhala, a
controversial offshoot of Tibetan Buddhism, whom I met at a party in LA and
interviewed a few days later. “Some of the language I loved and call on to
this day, and some of it caused the most bizarre trauma I’ve ever
experienced.”

Think of all the performative verbs that come up in religious scenarios:
bless, curse, believe, confess, forgive, vow, pray. These words trigger
significant, consequential changes in a way that nonreligious language just
doesn’t. The phrase “In the name of God” can allow a speaker to wed,
divorce, even banish someone in a way that “In the name of Kylie Jenner”
cannot (unless you truly do worship at the altar of Kylie Jenner, believing she
has sole jurisdiction over your life and afterlife, in which case, I stand
corrected, and I wish I’d interviewed you for this book). You could very



well say “In the name of God” (and certainly “In the name of Kylie Jenner”)
in a nonreligious way. Scriptural phrases pervade our daily secular lives—
just think of Bible-themed slang like #blessed. But these expressions assume
a special, supernatural force when stated in a religious context, because the
speaker is invoking what they believe to be the ultimate authority to imbue
their declaration with meaning.

“Religious language involves us in the largest context of all,” Eberle
writes. It’s beyond the domain of the workplace or politics; if someone really
believes, it’s beyond all of space and time. Eberle continues: “While a
baseball umpire calling ‘Y’er out’ is performative within the ballpark in the
context of the game, religious language involves the performance of a
person’s whole self and very existence.”

There’s a reason most religions encourage prayer: Language strengthens
beliefs. In her studies of contemporary witches and “charismatic Christians”
(if they do say so themselves*), psychological anthropologist Tanya
Luhrmann found that if one wants to know their higher power—if they want
that deity to seem real—they have to open their mouths and speak to them.
The theological vocabulary between the Christians and witches Luhrmann
observed was quite different, but for both, repeatedly engaging in prayers or
spells “sharpened their mental imagery” of the figure on the receiving end.
Practice talking to a spiritual authority over and over again, and in time,
you’ll conjure the experience that Yahweh or the alien overlords or whoever
you’re chatting with is talking back. Eventually, when certain spontaneous
thoughts pop into your mind during the conversation (or what Luhrmann calls
an “imaginal dialogue”)—say, a certain person’s face or a scene that seems
to answer a question you’ve been pondering—these thoughts will seem not
self-authored but instead as though they are coming straight from your higher
power. People need something to help make the supernatural feel real,
Luhrmann told me, and language does precisely that.

In order to keep the tremendous power of religious language healthy and
ethical, it must be confined to a limited “ritual time.” This refers to a
metaphorical domain in which using Biblical words like “covenant” or
Tibetan chants suddenly seems completely appropriate. To enter ritual time,
some symbolic action typically must take place, like singing a song, lighting a
candle, or clipping on your SoulCycle shoes (really). Rituals like these
signal that we’re separating this religious thing we’re doing from the rest of
our daily life. And there’s often an action at the end, too (blow out the



candle, repeat “namaste,” unclip the shoes) to get us out of ritual time and
back to everyday reality. There’s a reason the word “sacred” literally means
“set aside.”

But an oppressive group doesn’t let you leave ritual time. There is no
separation, no going back to a reality where you have to get along with
people who might not share your beliefs, where you understand that
performing a mantra or citing the Ten Commandments in the middle of lunch
would be a violation of the unspoken rules for how to be. With destructive
groups like Scientology, the Moonies, the Branch Davidians, 3HO, The Way
International (a fundamentalist Christian cult we’ll talk about later), and so
many others, there is no longer a “sacred space” for that special
language. Now words like “abomination,” “curse,” and “lower vibration” or
whatever unique vocabulary the group uses holds that almighty power all the
time.

In American culture, religious language (particularly Protestant language)
is everywhere, informing secular choices we make without us even explicitly
noticing. I recently came across a frozen low-fat mac ’n’ cheese meal with
the word “sinless” printed on the packaging. Conjuring the devil to talk about
microwavable noodles felt a touch melodramatic, but that’s how deep
religious talk runs in American culture: There are sinners and saints, and the
latter choose 2 percent dairy.

The permeable membrane between religion and culture is also what
allows so many corners of the capitalist marketplace to call upon God to
promote their products . . . including and especially the multilevel marketing
industry (a cult category we’ll discuss in depth in part 4). Christian-affiliated
direct sales companies like Mary Kay Cosmetics and Thirty-One Gifts
encourage recruits by saying that God is actively “providing” them with the
“opportunity” to sell makeup and tchotchkes . . . and to convert others to do
so, as well. Billion-dollar businesswoman Mary Kay Ash was once
confronted in an interview about her famous tagline: “God first, family
second, Mary Kay third.” When asked if she thought she was using Jesus as a
marketing ploy, she responded, “No, he’s using me instead.”



iv.

You could fill a book longer than this one with a list of all the thought-
terminating clichés, loaded language, and us-versus-them labels cultish
religions around the world use to convert, condition, and coerce their
followers.

To start, take a look at Shambhala, where thought-terminating clichés
were disguised as wise Buddhist truisms. In 2016, ex-Shambhalan Abbie
Shaw moved to the group’s idyllic Vermont commune to work the front desk
and study meditation for what was only supposed to be a casual summer. A
recent college graduate from California who’d relocated to New York City
for a job in PR, Abbie missed the co-ops she’d lived in as a student at UC
Santa Cruz. By her mid-twenties, Abbie was looking to press a spiritual reset
button. That’s when she dropped into a Tibetan mindfulness class and quickly
fell in love with its teachings of “basic goodness”—the idea that all beings
are born whole and worthy, but become lost along the way. That’s why we
meditate: to get our basic goodness back.

Abbie was hungry to learn more, but extended meditation retreats were
expensive. So when an instructor told her about the opportunity to spend
three months with Shambhala for free, working and living in a small pastoral
town, it seemed like just the “journey” she was looking for. Shambhala had
dozens of meditation centers and retreats all over the world; Vermont was
one of their largest. Abbie couldn’t wait to get out of the city. She booked her
ticket.

Right away, there was a lot to love about Shambhala—the camaraderie,
the teachings of generosity and acceptance, even the trees seemed too good to
be true. “I remember when I first landed in Vermont, I had never seen so
many shades of green,” Abbie told me over coffee, two years after defecting.



Shambhala was founded in the 1970s by Tibetan monk and meditation
guru Chögyam Trungpa. Largely responsible for bringing Tibetan Buddhism
to the West, Trungpa had studied comparative religion at Oxford and earned a
reputation, even among many non-Shambhalans, as an enlightened genius. He
counted among his pupils the poet Allen Ginsberg, author John Steinbeck,
David Bowie, and Joni Mitchell. “I’m confused now how to feel about him
because his books are amazing,” Abbie confessed. “He was a master of
language. A poet.”

But Trungpa also had a raging alcohol problem, which everyone knew
and quietly accepted. Complications from alcohol abuse are what ultimately
led to his death in 1987 at the age of forty-eight, after which his son, known
as the Sakyong, took his place. Trungpa didn’t try to hide his addiction; in
fact, he found ways to work it into his teachings. Notoriously, Shambhala
celebrations overflowed with booze and debauchery. “In the Buddhism
world, the Shambhalas are known as the party Buddhists,” Abbie recounted
with ambivalence. Trungpa also famously slept with many of his students,
some of whom became Abbie’s teachers. “There was no way that stuff was
all consensual,” she winced. “But everyone was just like, ‘Oh, it was the
seventies.’”

Trungpa was the nucleus of the Shambhala “mandala.” This was the
organization’s chain of command: a sea of plebeian practitioners and a
pecking order of teachers above them. Trungpa was obsessed with militaries
and hierarchies, especially after his stint in England, so he infused his
rhetoric with war metaphors; followers learned to call themselves “warriors
of Shambhala.” A pyramid of power is very anti-Buddhist, however, so
Trungpa disguised it as a circle, a mandala, with no “top” but a cozy center
instead.

If members had a question or concern, there was no skipping rank. Abbie
remembers an acharya (a high-ranking teacher) toward the mandala’s center,
a wealthy white man whose wife was, in Abbie’s words, “a total asshole.”
Milking the limited authority available to her, the wife would revel in making
worker bees like Abbie perform menial tasks, like handwashing napkins or
repeating tedious rituals in front of her. But whenever Abbie tried to bring up
the wife’s actions to a shastri (a low-ranking teacher), she was delivered the
same thought-terminating cliché: “Why don’t you sit with that?”

This was a bastardization of a key Buddhist teaching, which says to
“drive all blames into one.” Essentially, it means that if you’re experiencing



something negative, you can’t change the outside world, so you have to look
inward to solve the conflict. (So many shady New Age gurus—ranging from
NXIVM’s Keith Raniere to Teal Swan–type self-help guides—warp similar
teachings to fault followers for their own mistreatment under the guise of
“internal work” and “overcoming fears.”) “What people struggle with,”
Abbie continued, “and it’s a huge philosophy question in Buddhism, is how
do you challenge social injustice?” How do you address external problems
that are so clearly not rooted in your own baggage, while still following
Buddhism’s principles? “There are a lot of really interesting answers,” said
Abbie, “but in Shambhala, we didn’t get any.” In Vermont, the presented
“solution” was always the same: Why don’t you sit with that?

Shambhala’s use of cultish language was manipulative in an eerily
passive way . . . totally unlike Scientology, whose founder wasn’t one for
subtlety. L. Ron Hubbard got his start less as a spiritual leader and more as a
sci-fi buff who took his fandom way too far. Hubbard was obsessed with
space fantasy and George Orwell, and he authored hundreds of science
fiction stories, which served as precursors to Scientology’s texts. In the style
of conlangs (constructed languages) like J. R. R. Tolkien’s Middle-earth
tongues, Hubbard published not one but two unique Scientology dictionaries:
the Technical Dictionary and the Admin Dictionary. Together, these volumes
contain over three thousand entries. As of this writing, you can look up
portions of the Technical Dictionary online and go absolutely cross-eyed
combing through entries from A through X. Hubbard filled these books with
existing English words (“dynamic,” “audit,” “clear,” etc.) charged with new
Scientology-specific meanings, as well as made-up neologisms—Dianetics
and thetans are among the most recognizable.

Hubbard liked the technical sound of jargon from fields like psychology
and software engineering, so he co-opted and redefined dozens of technical
terms to create the impression that Scientology’s belief system was rooted in
real science. The word “valence,” for example, has several definitions
across linguistics, chemistry, and math, and generally refers to the value of
something. But in Scientology, “valence” signifies possession by an evil
spirit or personality, as in the sentence, “You sure mock up a good SP
valence.” To a neuropsychologist, an “engram” is a hypothetical change in
the brain related to memory storage, but to a Scientologist, it’s a mental
image recorded after a painful unconscious episode from a PC’s past.
Engrams are stored in the reactive mind and require auditing if the PC has



any hopes of going clear (and if you can understand that sentence, mazel tov,
you’re on your way to speaking fluent Scientology).

The linguistic world Hubbard created was so legit-sounding—so
inspired and comprehensive—that it sparked a host of copycat “cult
leaders.” NXIVM founder Keith Raniere lifted all kinds of terms straight
from Scientology, like “suppressives,” “tech,” and “courses,” as well as
illusory, pseudo-academic acronyms, like EM (exploration of meaning,
NXIVM’s version of auditing) and DOS (Dominus Obsequious Sororium,
Latin for “Dominant Submissive Sorority,” a secret all-female club within
NXIVM composed of so-called “masters” and sex-trafficked “slaves”). Like
in Scientology, Raniere knew his followers were motivated by a desire for
exclusive, erudite wisdom; his knockoff Hubbardese helped him exploit
that.*

In the style of Newspeak, Hubbard took dozens of common words that
boast a range of colorful English meanings and reduced them to one
incontestable Scientology definition. “Clear” means at least thirty different
things in everyday English (easy to understand, empty or unobstructed,
acquitted of guilt, free of pimples, etc.). But in Scientology, it has but one
solitary definition: “a person who has completed the Clearing Course.”
Using it any other way would be to demonstrate a lack of understanding of
Hubbard’s texts. That would be considered PTS, a threat to the church, which
you’d want to avoid at all costs.

Scientology knows it has no power without its cultish language, but that
the language is also what implicates the group as dangerously cultish. So, to
stay as clandestine and protected as possible, the church holds a slew of
copyrights on its writings, terminology, names, even symbols. Infamously
litigious, Scientology frequently buries outsiders and defectors who comment
on or satirize its language too publicly (oops) under groundless lawsuits and
metaphysical threats that exposing untrained ears to mere talk of Xenu and
other high-level Scientology concepts will bring on “devastating,
cataclysmic spiritual harm.”

On the phone with Cathy, I told her I hadn’t remembered Mr. Blue Suit
talking about evil galactic monarchs or thetans during my experience at
Scientology HQ that summer in LA. “Well, of course not,” she replied. “They
don’t start you out with that stuff. They’d lose you. If they told me about
aliens when I first got there, I would have been out, and it would have saved
me a lot of money.” For this reason, Scientology’s intro courses—



Overcoming Ups and Downs in Life, Communication—are all quite broad,
and delivered in plain English. To ease you into the ideology, the vernacular
is introduced bit by bit.

“They start just by shortening a lot of words,” Cathy told me. Indeed,
Scientology’s lexicon is replete with insider-y acronyms and abbreviations.
If a word can be shortened, they do it: ack (acknowledgment), cog
(cognition), inval (invalidation), eval (evaluation), sup (supervisor), R-
factor (reality factor), tech (technology), sec (security), E-Meter
(electropsychometer), OSA and RFP (parts of the organization), TR-L and
TR-1 (training routines), PC, SP, PTS, and so on ad nauseam.

Spend ten or twenty years committed to the church, and your vocabulary
will be replaced wholesale by Hubbardese. Take a look at this dialogue, an
example of an entirely plausible conversation between Scientologists that
Margery Wakefield composed for her 1991 book Understanding
Scientology. Translations (by yours truly) are in brackets.

Two Scientologists meet on the street.
“How’re you doing?” one asks the other.
“Well, to tell you the truth, I’ve been a bit out ruds [rudiments; tired, hungry, or upset]

because of a PTP [present time problem] with my second dynamic [romantic partner]
because of some bypassed charge [old negative energy that’s resurfaced] having to do with
my MEST [Matter, Energy, Space, and Time, something in the physical universe] at her
apartment. When I moved in I gave her an R-Factor [reality factor, a harsh talking-to] and I
thought we were in ARC [affinity, reality, and communication; a good state] about it, but
lately she seems to have gone a bit PTS so I recommended she see the MAA [an officer in the
SEA-Org] at the AO [Advanced Organization] to blow some charge [get rid of engram
energy] and get her ethics in [getting your Scientology shit together]. He gave her a review
[auditing assessment] to F/N [floating needle, sign of a completed audit] and VGIs [very
good indicators] but she did a roller coaster [a case that improves and worsens], so I think
there’s an SP somewhere on her lines [auditing and training measures]. I tried to audit her
myself but she had a dirty needle [an irregular E-Meter reading] . . . and was acting really
1.1 [covertly hostile] so I finally sent her to Qual [Qualifications Division] to spot the
entheta on her lines [something that happens if you’ve recently consumed black PR]. Other
than that, everything’s fine . . .

In the beginning, learning this private terminology makes speakers feel,
well, cool. “In the early days, it was really fun . . . or ‘theta,’ as we’d say,”
Cathy told me, referencing Scientology’s slang term for “awesome.” Who
doesn’t love a secret language? “It made you feel superior, because you had
these words that other people didn’t, and you did the work to understand
them.”



It’s not just religious cult leaders who use language to imbue followers
with a false sense of elitism; I’ve noticed similar us-versus-them rhetoric in
cultier areas of my own life. For a few years, I was employed as a writer at a
cliquey online fashion magazine, and one of the first things I noticed about my
chic new colleagues was how they spoke almost entirely in inscrutable
abbreviations (or “abbrevs”). They even made up abbreviations that took
exactly as long to say as the full-length words (for instance, they always
referred to this one website called “The Ritual” as “T. Ritual”), simply
because it sounded more exclusive—harder for “uncool people” to
understand. To me, it was clear that this language served as a detection
system to identify insiders and outsiders. And it was a way of gaining
control, of coaxing underlings to learn the lingo, to conform, which they did
eagerly, in hopes of being “chosen” for special opportunities and promotions.

In Scientology, it was hard to see how a few fun acronyms could cause
much harm. But under the surface, these word shortenings were deliberately
working to obscure understanding. In any given professional field,
specialized jargon is often necessary in order to exchange information more
succinctly and specifically; it makes communication clearer. But in a cultish
atmosphere, jargon does just the opposite: Instead, it causes speakers to feel
confused and intellectually deficient. That way, they’ll comply.

This confusion is part of the big trick. Feeling so disoriented that you
doubt the very language you’ve been speaking your whole life can make you
commit even more strongly to a charismatic leader who promises to show
you the way. “We want to make sense of reality, and we use words to explain
to ourselves what’s happening,” Steven Hassan explained. When your means
of narration are threatened, it’s distressing. By nature, people are averse to
such high levels of internal conflict. In states of bamboozlement, we defer to
authority figures to tell us what’s true and what we need to do to feel safe.

When language works to make you question your own perceptions,
whether at work or at church, that’s a form of gaslighting. I first came across
the term “gaslighting” in the context of abusive romantic partners, but it
shows up in larger-scale relationships, too, like those between bosses and
their employees, politicians and their supporters, spiritual leaders and their
devotees. Across the board, gaslighting is a way of psychologically
manipulating someone (or many people) such that they doubt their own
reality, as a way to gain and maintain control. Psychologists agree that while
gaslighters appear self-assured, they are typically motivated by extreme



insecurity—an inability to self-regulate their own thoughts and emotions.
Sometimes gaslighters aren’t even 100% aware that what they’re doing is
manipulative. In cultish scenarios, however, it’s often a deliberate method of
undermining the fundamentals of truth so followers will come to depend
wholly on the leader for what to believe.

The term “gaslight” originates from a 1938 British play of the same
name, in which an abusive husband convinces his wife she’s gone mad. He
does this in part by dimming the gaslights in their house and insisting that
she’s delusional every time she points out the change. Since the 1960s,
“gaslighting” has been used in everyday conversation to describe one
person’s attempts at tricking another into mistrusting their entirely valid
experiences.* “Gaslighting sometimes happens when words are used so
people can’t quite understand,” explains sociologist Eileen Barker. “They
become confused, made to feel fools. Words can sometimes mean the exact
opposite of what you think they mean. Satanic groups do this, where evil
means good and good means evil.” Loaded language and thought-terminating
clichés (like Shambhala’s “why don’t you sit with that”) can prompt
followers to disregard their own instincts. “Words,” says Barker, “can make
it so you don’t quite know where you are.”

In Scientology, by far the most exotic form of gaslighting shows up in a
process called Word Clearing. I could not believe my eyes the first time I
read about this dizzying exercise, through which a follower strips their
vocabulary of what the church calls misunderstood words, or MUs.
“According to church doctrine, the reason all of you reading this essay aren’t
sitting in a Scientology course room right this minute is because you have
MUs,” wrote ex-Scientologist Mike Rinder for his blog. “LRH’s tech is
flawless and not to be questioned—everything he wrote is easy to understand
and makes perfect sense. If something can’t be grasped, it’s simply because a
person bypassed an MU.”

While reading Scientology literature during a course or auditing session,
a member must demonstrate that they’ve fully understood every word in the
text by the church’s standards. You do this by grabbing a Scientology-
approved dictionary (they endorse a select few publishers) and looking up
each MU you cross. If any new MUs appear in the original MU’s entry, you
have to look those up, too—a dreaded process called a word chain—before
you can continue reading. From the most obscure polysyllabic term down to
the tiniest preposition,* every MU must be word-cleared. If you look up an



MU and still can’t word-clear it, you must track down its derivation, use it in
a sentence, then sculpt a physical demo of the sentence using Play-Doh.
These wearisome steps are all part of Hubbard’s teaching methodology,
Study Tech.

How does an auditor decide you’ve misunderstood a word? Telltale
signs might include displaying disinterest or fatigue (yawning, perhaps), and
certainly disputing something you’ve read. Once, Cathy descended into a
Word Clearing nightmare while reading a book called Science of Survival. In
it, there was a chapter condemning homosexuality. “I was like, ‘I don’t get
this,’ so they made me word-clear everything, until I finally was sent to
Ethics because I disagreed,” she recalled. The whole process was expensive
and defeating. “Can you imagine?” Cathy continued. “You’re in a course, and
you have one or two evenings a week to be in there, and you get stuck on one
word, which takes you the whole three hours to clear? At a certain point, you
don’t want to question stuff. You’re like, ‘Just go through it. Just agree with
it.’”



v.

Personally, when I think of cultish religious language, I don’t think of
kooky acronyms or mantras or Word Clearing. I think of one thing and one
thing only: speaking in tongues.

I’ve been haunted by this practice, desperately curious to understand it,
ever since I was fourteen and first watched the documentary Jesus Camp.
Filmed in North Dakota, Jesus Camp profiles a Pentecostal summer camp
where little kids learn how to “take back America for Christ.” My parents
rented the DVD in late 2006 and I watched it twice, back to back,
rubbernecking like mad, just to make sure I hadn’t hallucinated these adults
preaching the evils of evolution, public school, Harry Potter, homosexuality,
and abortion to kids barely old enough to read. In one scene, a perspiring
male preacher in his fifties repeats a quote from Doctor Seuss’s Horton
Hears a Who—“A person’s a person, no matter how small”—delivering a
pro-birth sermon with such emotional gravity that it brings the young campers
to tears. The preacher beckons the children to join him in a roaring chant
—“Jesus, I plead your blood over my sins and the sins of my nation. God,
end abortion and send revival to America.” He rouses them to demand that
God raise up righteous judges to overturn Roe v. Wade. The children crowd
around the preacher bellowing, “Righteous judges! Righteous judges!” He
places red tape over their mouths, scrawled with the word “Life,” and they
suspend their little palms in the air, pleading.

While that was all wildly engrossing to my fourteen-year-old self, by far
my favorite part of the movie was when the kids spoke in tongues. Scholars
tend to use the term “glossolalia” to describe this practice, in which a person
utters unintelligible sounds that seem to approximate words from some
perceived foreign language during states of religious intensity. Glossolalia is



commonly found in certain Christian sects like Pentecostalism, in addition to
fringier, more controversial religious groups like The Way International.

Among believers, glossolalia is typically thought to be a heavenly gift.
Their belief is that the “words” pouring from the speaker’s mouth are from an
angelic or ancient holy language, which is then “translated” by someone else,
as interpretation is a separate gift. “What’s interesting is the reaction of the
person speaking glossolalia to the translation, because sometimes you can
tell they don’t like what the translator is saying, but they go ahead anyway,”
commented Paul de Lacy, a Rutgers University linguist and one of the
world’s only modern glossolalia scholars.

What researchers like de Lacy have found is that the words a glossolalia
speaker produces aren’t actually all that foreign. They’re not words you’d
find in a dictionary, but they do tend to follow the same phonetic and
phonological rules as the orator’s native tongue. So you wouldn’t be likely to
hear an English-speaking glossolalist start a word with the consonant cluster
/dl/, since this sound doesn’t exist in English (though it can be found in other
languages, like Hebrew). You’d also never hear, say, a Bulgarian glossolalia
speaker use a rhotic American /r/. And a glossolalist from Yorkshire
wouldn’t suddenly drop every last feature of their North English lilt while
speaking in tongues.

Glossolalia is a faith-based practice, so one can’t say in any scientific
way what it really is. But it is clear what glossolalia does. “The primary
function of glossolalia is group solidarity,” explains de Lacy. “The person’s
demonstrating they are part of the group.” Other science shows that speaking
in tongues just plain feels good—it’s the linguistic equivalent of shaking your
body around as a way to let loose. A 2011 report from the American Journal
of Human Biology found that glossolalia was associated with reduced
cortisol and elevated alpha-amylase enzyme activity, two typical signs of
stress reduction. It has also been found to lower inhibitions and increase
self-confidence, which is a side effect of religious chanting, too. (A small
2019 study out of Hong Kong found that when compared to non-religious
chanting and resting states, Buddhist chanting generated brain and heart
activity associated with a lack of self-consciousness and feelings of
transcendent bliss.)

In a vacuum, there is technically nothing dangerous about glossolalia, but
in practice, it has a sinister side. In the mid-1970s, John P. Kildahl, a
psychologist and author of The Psychology of Speaking in Tongues,



observed that glossolalia seemed to provoke greater intensity of faith. This
was especially true when a person’s first time speaking in tongues occurred
right after a period of intense personal trauma (which Kildahl found to quite
often be the case). When someone’s debut glossolalia episode followed an
earth-shattering life change, they frequently formed a sense of dependence on
the experience. “Almost as a reason for one’s being,” said Kildahl. That is to
say, glossolalia can provoke a potent conversion event.

For multiple reasons, speaking in tongues can make a person quite
suggestible. Christopher Lynn, an author of that American Journal of Human
Biology study, determined that glossolalia is basically a form of dissociation,
a psychological state in which areas of conscious awareness are separated.
With dissociation, a person’s behaviors or experiences seem to just happen
all by themselves, outside of their control, as if in a trance. There’s a wide
spectrum of what scholars might classify as dissociation, from severe cases
of dissociative identity disorder all the way down to common feelings of
detachment, like searching all over for your phone when it’s right in your
hand, or zoning out while staring at a bonfire. But dissociation can also
present as self-deception, where appearances in consciousness seem real
despite evidence to the contrary. Under the pressures of an ill-intentioned
leader, glossolalia can compromise a speaker’s ability to unsnarl the
overwhelming metaphysical experience they seem to be having from the
guru’s influence.

In the end, glossolalia is a powerful emotional instrument—the ultimate
form of loaded language—and some religious higher-ups absolutely take
advantage. The Way International, a violent and controlling evangelical
Christian group, is famous for teaching its members that every true believer
can and should speak in tongues, as it is the “only visible and audible proof
that a man has been born again.” One anonymous ex-Way member recalled a
traumatic glossolalia experience from her childhood for the blog Yes and Yes:
“When I was 12, I was . . . required to speak in tongues in front of everyone,
and I was so shy I couldn’t do it,” she said. “The man hosting the class . . .
put his face very close to mine and essentially bullied me into speaking in
tongues.” The girl’s parents watched the interaction unfold from across the
room, benumbed by cognitive dissonance. “I was crying,” she continued.
“The man was inches from my face . . . using the language of love in the most
terrifying, bullying way.”



Say you’re a child like this Way International survivor was or one of the
Jesus Camp kids, who grew up in an oppressive religious environment and
only ever knew its language. You’d think these young folks would be
doomed; if “brainwashing” were real for anyone, it would have to be
impressionable kids. But the truth is that it’s still quite possible to develop a
sense of doubt, even when you’re very small and lack the access or
permission to describe it.

Just look at Flor Edwards. Now a writer in her thirties, Flor was raised
in one of the most notorious Christian doomsday cults in modern history, the
Children of God, which she documents in her memoir, Apocalypse Child.
Later renamed the Family International (for “branding” reasons), the group
was founded in California in 1968. Its leader, David Berg, known as Father
David, later ordered his followers to move to developing countries,
believing Western nations would be “first to burn in the fires of hell.” Along
with her parents and eleven siblings, Flor spent most of her ’80s-era
childhood in Thailand.

The Children of God is perhaps best known for its troubling convolution
of Christianity, love, and sex. As part of his dogma, Berg decreed that an
adult male follower was welcome to have sex with anyone, even underage
girls, a rule he euphemistically christened the “Law of Love.” The Children
of God was also infamous for its signature practice of flirty fishing.
Alliterative and innocent-sounding, “flirty fishing” could be the name of an
iPhone game. Instead, it was a mandate that female members recruit men into
the fold by seducing them with sex. “The media now refers to it as
‘prostitution for Jesus,’” Flor told me in an interview, a mild irritation in her
voice. “There’s a verse in the Bible that says, ‘Follow me and I’ll make you
fishers of men.’ It’s when Jesus is calling his disciples to, I guess, drop their
nets and follow him.” But Berg, who considered himself a prophetic
interpreter, decided the verse meant women had to go out and use their
bodies to “fish for men.” In the Children of God, “God is love, love is sex”
was a tagline everyone knew.

This juxtaposition of salaciousness and religion felt radical to Berg’s
hippie-minded flock. “He would cuss and swear. He was very informal. It
wasn’t like, ‘My dear followers, I’d like to take a moment to address blah,
blah, blah,’” Flor described. Berg’s adamant anticapitalism, anti-church
stance resonated with many ’70s-era seekers, who admired his philosophy
that Christianity needed a makeover—that the new church needed to replace



the old church. “Just like an old wife needed to be replaced with a new
wife,” relayed Flor. “He would literally say we were the young sexy new
bride for Jesus.”

This was the linguistic atmosphere in which Flor came of age, yet she
was still able to resist it, at least in her head. “I was born into the Children of
God, but there was definitely a part of me that always felt suspicious, though
I wasn’t allowed to voice that,” she said. Where did her suspicions come
from? “My gut,” she told me. “Sometimes it was just logic, like, ‘Wait,
you’re saying this but then we’re doing that? Why do we have to hide all the
time? Why do we have to pretend like we’re in school?’ But the bigger ones
were really this protective instinct over my siblings. When I’d see them
treated a certain way, I knew it wasn’t right. You shouldn’t be getting
disciplined when you’re six months old. You shouldn’t be being trained to be
God’s ‘prostitutes for Jesus’ when you’re so young. No matter what you call
it.”

So even though it’s true that not everyone who joins and stays in an
abusive religion is troubled or unintelligent, it’s equally true that finding
yourself ears-deep in that kind of cultish quandry couldn’t happen to “just
anyone.” We’ll learn more about why some people have instincts like Flor’s,
and others don’t, in part 4.



vi.

I’ve heard the phrase “sexual nerds” used to describe people who are
into kink—feet, whips, that sort of thing. These folks can be thought of as
“nerds” because what they’re really doing is experimenting in corners of
sexual culture that might not be considered conventionally cool or glamorous.
Analogously, I like to think of certain cultish religious types as “spiritual
nerds.” They’re the people who geek out on niche theological theories that
others might not come across, who find themselves on a lifelong journey of
reckoning with their life purpose and are willing to look outside the box to
find it. “I’ve always been curious about the outskirts of society,” Abbie
Shaw, the ex-Shambhalan, told me. “I grew up in a privileged family, a
traditional synagogue, a big city. Now I’m a Buddhist and work on Skid
Row.”

There is nothing inherently wrong with spiritual nerdiness. Exploring
different belief systems, taking nothing you’ve learned in Sunday school for
granted, and coming to your own decisions is what so many twenty-first-
century young people are already doing, to varying degrees. As Abbie said,
“I’d been searching for a long time before Shambhala. I showed up and
thought, ‘Let’s just see where this goes.’” But Abbie still struggles with how
much unquestioned faith she had to put into her teachers. Sometimes she
flashes back to a chant she had to recite daily called “the supplication for the
Sakyong.” The chant reinforced members’ unending devotion to their leader,
Trungpa’s successor, asking the Buddha to prolong his life. Abbie always
had uneasy feelings about the Sakyong, and she bristled against this
obligation to ritualistically exalt him. At the same time, she loved her
community enough to assume the best and roll with it. Looking back, she’s



disturbed by how long her trust was drawn out: “It was never supposed to be
two years of my life,” she confessed.

Sticking with the kink metaphor, there’s only one way to have a
constructive, nontraumatizing experience using whips and bondage, and it’s
by having a key component down pat: consent. You have to have a safe word
so that your partner knows exactly when you want out. Kink fundamentally
doesn’t work without this. Metaphorically, you need a safe word with
religion, too. When you’re experimenting with faith and belief, there has to
be room to ask questions, express your misgivings, and seek outside
information, both early on and deep into your membership. “The most
important thing to remember is that if something is legitimate, it will stand up
to scrutiny,” Steven Hassan told me.

In 2018, Abbie had already decided to leave Shambhala when a
bombshell news story surfaced. That summer, the New York Times published
a series of grievous reports accusing the Sakyong of sexual assault. A group
of ex-Shambhala women united to bring forward their testimonies about not
just the Sakyong, but also some high-ranking teachers. Abbie released a
pensive exhale: “It was surreal to watch this whole community crumble.”

Soon after the controversy, Abbie quietly slipped out of Vermont. Not
quite at the Scientology point along the influence continuum, Shambala’s exit
costs didn’t threaten her physical safety or all-out decimate her life; in a way,
her departure felt anticlimactic, like a balloon idly trickling to the floor. She
moved to Los Angeles to pursue a master’s in social work, and now she
practices a less hierarchical form of Buddhism. Abbie attends a variety of
meditation groups and then goes home to her own apartment, which she
shares with three roommates (“so I still get the communal aspect,” she
laughs). She has a mini altar in her room, and sometimes privately draws on
teachings she learned in Vermont. “I try to take what I liked and leave the
rest,” she said. “I’m still figuring out what to make of everything that
happened.”

Cathy Schenkelberg, too, dabbles in alternative spirituality, keeping a
healthy distance from Scientology and all her old relationships from that
time. After leaving the organization, she had to replace everyone in her life—
her friends, her agent, her manager, her accountant, her dentist, her
chiropractor—because they were all in the church. But sometimes, when she
least expects it, Cathy will overhear a Scientology term out in the world, and
those pangs of paranoia she felt for so many years suddenly crackle through



her nervous system. “I have a visceral reaction when fellow ex-
Scientologists use the terminology. It’s PTSD to me,” Cathy confessed. “I
say, ‘Out of respect, could you please not use Scientology language? It upsets
me.’ Here, I’ll use a word: It enturbulates me.”

My old Scientology confrère Mani and I haven’t seen each other much
since our personality test “kidnapping” nearly ten years ago, but I reached out
to her as soon as I began writing this chapter. She’s still in LA, doing the
acting thing. I realized I’d never gotten her take on that day’s events. I started
to fear that maybe my amygdala had caricatured the memory and she’d long
ago forgotten it. “Do you ever think about that experience?” I texted her. Her
response arrived quickly, in all caps: “I DO ALL THE TIME.”

My most crystallized recollection from the ordeal was Mani’s
inexplicable calm and endurance. She just cheerfully went along with the
whole thing for hours, like fully committing to a hammy acting bit—with me,
the wet blanket foil, begging to bail. But Mani recalls being far more
distressed. “I remember how they kept us separated,” she messaged back. “I
remember a woman telling me (sternly) that it would be very quick (it
wasn’t), not to be afraid to be truthful with myself as this was the only way
they could properly assess what I would need, and that ‘me and my friend
would be back together before we knew it.’” Mani revealed that over the
past decade, she’s had other, more frightening Scientology encounters. But
our personality test was “the real introduction.”

I suppose for aspiring actors in Los Angeles, or dreamers anywhere,
really, it’s something of an occupational hazard: Whether you’re on a quest
for spiritual enlightenment, eternal salvation, or a Tom Cruise level of
renown so powerful that you essentially become a god on Earth, devoting
your life to something so behemoth that heaven itself is on the line requires
big risks, tough commitments, and a pretty intense suspension of reality to
believe it’s possible. The stakes are just that high. In some cases, you get out
within a few hours, a little bit shaken; in others, you lose everything. But
there is always a story.

As soon as you get your language back, you can tell it.



*  Scientology actually offers a whole upper-level course extravagantly titled Key to Life where you
word-clear all the grammatical basics—conjunctions, determiners, single-letter words. “Can you imagine
having to look up the word ‘of’?” Cathy asked me. (As a linguist, I actually could, yes, though certainly
not on Scientology’s terms.) Graduating from Key to Life is considered extremely prestigious just
because you’ve invested so many hours of tedium into the church.


